Clifton Suspension Bridge: At night the perspective from the ultra-wide angle adds drama to the scene.

A Wider View
By photographer Nick Wilcox-Brown, UK
Arguably wide angle is one of the most technical disciplines in photography and the choice of
equipment will have a major impact on the final results. This article has a technical
perspective and is focused on equipment that can be used to achieve great wide angle
results.
Wide angle photography can be an addiction that is hard to break. In recent months addicts
have much to celebrate, with the announcement of several ultra-wide solutions for medium
and large format cameras. It is finally possible to match the extreme perspective that DSLR
users have long enjoyed.

Design matters
DSLR manufacturers long ago developed specialist lenses that work with their small sensors.
10-20mm zooms provide ultra-wide capabilities on the APS sized sensors, whilst 16-35 fulfils
the same role on the 35mm size sensors.
On medium format the quest has been on to match the angles: Not so many years ago
40mm was wide and Hasselblad’s famous SWC, with its fixed 38mm lens was always the
‘ultra-wide’. More recently, 35mm has become normal for a medium format wide angle and
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a 28mm optic is very shortly expected to be available from Mamiya.
For architectural and interior photographers, lens manufacturers, Schneider Kreuznach and
Rodenstock make a range of specialist digital lenses. The Schneider lenses are called the
Digitar series, and the range includes the excellent 24, 35 and 47mm XL lenses that have
recently been updated. These can be used on certain large format cameras (with digital
backs), as well as on a range of architectural cameras from manufacturers such as Cambo,
Horseman, Alpa, Silvestri and Ebony.
Ultra-wide angle photography has provided some challenges to lens and digital back
designers. The oblique angle at which light hits the sensor causes problems because as the
light receptors or pixel sites are recessed in the surface of the chip. There is a cut off point
at which light cannot actually reach the site; in some cases this has been remedied by
adding a micro lens to each pixel site, increasing the angle at which light can be received.
The design of wide angle lenses for DLSRs is very different to that for cameras not using a
mirror for viewing. In the former, there has to be space for the mirror to move and the
distance between the rear of the lens and the surface of the sensor is consequently quite
large. This design of lens is called a ‘Retrofocus lens’. Typically it comprises a normal focal
length lens with additional wide-angle optics added onto the front to decrease the focal
length of the combined lenses. This has also been described as inverted telephoto design.
Wide angle lenses on large format or architectural cameras have no mirror to worry about
and a conventional ‘Super Angulon’ lens design can be used. This permits far higher image
quality without the need for correction by software. The only small downside is the angle
that the light hits the sensor can be extreme and a colour cast can sometimes be introduced
into the image. This can easily be fixed by using a feature that is unique to Capture One
software, the ability to create a ‘Lens Cast Correction’ which can then be applied across all
images shot with the same lens and settings. Doing this will save you a lot of post
production time.
You can read more about how to make Lens Cast Correction for digital backs in Capture One
in a related article in this issue of RAW NEWS.
On the following page you can see detailed shots showing the difference between a standard
retrofocus design lens and that from a specialist Super Angulon type wide angle. Both
images were captured on a Phase One P30 back at F11, using the same tripod and focused
at infinity.
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Schneider Kreuznach 35mm XL lens with center spot filter

Hasselblad HC 35mm lens

Whilst it may not be that easy to see with this layout, the Schneider lens shows a substantial
amount of extra detail on the brick work and the toll booth to the right of the image. There
is chromatic aberration down the side of the main bridge support and the edge of the brick
work on the image with the Hasselblad lens.
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Better image quality
Image quality will always be higher from a digital back than a 35mm type DSLR: just as in
the days of film there was the difference between 35 and medium format, and between roll
film and sheet films such as 5x4 or 10x8 the differences come down to the size of the sensor
and the lenses used.
Nowhere are these differences more apparent than with wide angle photography. The lenses
on medium format cameras offer far more quality than is currently available for the smaller
DSLRs. When combined with the resolutions offered by digital backs, the differences can be
striking.
For architectural and interiors photographers, wide angles are not always enough. The need
to be able to correct perspective is always important. This means to be able to photograph a
building with a wide angle lens without tilting the camera up or down. In other words, the
walls of the building need to be kept parallel, not converge as would be the case if the
camera was tilted.
The perspective obtained when the camera is tilted.

A similar image captured with an architectural camera.

To capture the first image the camera was tilted 20° upwards on tripod giving a distorted
perspective. This can be ‘corrected’ in Photoshop, but the quality is substantially reduced.
The second image as captured on a Cambo architectural camera with the camera levelled on
the tripod and the lens raised 5° to bring the building into the centre of the frame. A lens
cast correction is necessary to correct for a slight colour shift to the left of the frame, but the
result is pleasing and the image is bitingly sharp across the frame.
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The image below shows a shot of the house with a perspective correction lens on a 35mm
type DSLR camera. Although the image looks good at small size, close inspection shows a
lack of detail and an overall softness in comparison with a similar image from a Medium
format shift camera. Part of this is due to the difference in pixel count - the latter has twice
the resolution, but it is also heavily related to lenses and lens design. All perspective control
lenses currently available for DSLR cameras were designed for film and do not give optimal
results with digital capture. Many of the medium format shift lenses have been re-designed
for the demands of digital sensors and the results are clear to see in the incredible amount
of fine detail and freedom from chromatic aberration.

Wide angle photography for everybody
So what does this all tell us? Ultra-wide angle is alive, well, and easy to implement on a
medium format digital camera. It can also be implemented on some large format cameras,
but no movement is possible with the most extreme lenses.
The Schneider Digitar 24mm XL lens will give the 35mm equivalent of 17mm on a Phase
One P45+ back. On the P30+ it is equivalent to a 19mm lens; both ultra-wide angles in
anyone’s book.
Digital has fully evolved and the traditional divide of 35mm and medium format is back. The
good news for photographers is that all formats are fully supported by Capture One software
which will always provide the best image quality.
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Note on Focal Lengths:
Throughout the article, I have described focal length of lenses. Many are familiar with the
35mm (full frame DSLR) format, so here are some equivalents:
Product

Sensor size

Focal length

P45+ digital back

49,1 x 36,8 mm

24mm
35mm
47mm

35mm (full frame
DSLR) equivalent
17mm
25mm
35mm

P30+ digital back

44,2 x 33,1 mm

24mm
35mm
40mm

19mm
28mm
40mm
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http://www.theimageconsultancy.com/
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